9am - 9:30am    Daily Check In
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who:
Samantha Hebert, Jeffrey Small, Katharine MacGregor, Christopher Prandoni, John Tahsuda, Cole Rojewski, John Bockmier, Todd Willens, Timothy Williams, Catherine Gulac, Kiel Weaver, Gregory Zerzan, James Cason, David Bernhardt, Gregg Renkes, Daniel Jorjani, Nicholas Goodwin

10am - 11am    Hold for Personal
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto

12pm - 1pm    Weekly Brown-Bag Check-in
Where: Secretary's Conference Room 6151
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Gareth Rees
Who:
James Cason, sio reginaldrogers, Todd Willens, Christopher Prandoni, Catherine Gulac, Kiel Weaver, Katherine White, John Tahsuda, Gregg Renkes, Hannah Cooke, Katharine MacGregor

1:15pm - 1:45pm    External Phone Call
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Caroline Boulton

1:45pm - 2:15pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: James Cason, Catherine Gulac

2:30pm - 3pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Edward McDonnell, Scott de la Vega, Heather Gottry

3pm - 4pm    Assistant Secretaries Weekly Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who:
Timothy Petty, Cole Rojewski, John Tahsuda, Lori Mashburn, Matthew Dermody, Susan Combs, Daniel Jorjani, James Cason, Timothy Williams, Elinor Werner, Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Christopher Prandoni, Tracie Lassiter, Katherine White, Catherine Gulac, Gregg Renkes, Douglas Domenech, Garet Rees, Brenda Burman, Katharine MacGregor, Casey Stemler Tara Sweeney, Casey Hammond, James Reilly, Mariagrazia Caminiti, John Bockmier, Tasha Robbins, Samantha Hebert, Anita Personius, Nicholas Goodwin, George Wallace
Going? Yes
**David Bernhardt**

**Tue Dec 31, 2019**

**9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In**
*Where*: Secretary's Conference Room  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Samantha Hebert  
*Who*: Daniel Jorjani, Samantha Hebert, Timothy Williams, Jeffrey Small, Gregory Zerzan, Nicholas Goodwin, Christopher Prandoni, Gregg Renkes, Todd Willens, James Cason, John Tahsuda, Katharine MacGregor, Kiel Weaver, Catherine Gulac, Cole Rojewski, John Bockmier, David Bernhardt

**1pm - 1:30pm  Staff Meeting**
*Where*: Secretary's Office  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Samantha Hebert  
*Who*: Samantha Hebert, David Bernhardt

**Wed Jan 1, 2020**

**All day  Federal Holiday**
*Wed Jan 1, 2020*  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Leila Getto

**Thu Jan 2, 2020**

**9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In**
*Where*: Secretary's Conference Room  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Samantha Hebert  
*Who*: John Tahsuda, David Bernhardt, Catherine Gulac, Gregory Zerzan, Nicholas Goodwin, Cole Rojewski, Kiel Weaver, Jeffrey Small, Katharine MacGregor, Christopher Prandoni, John Bockmier, Samantha Hebert, Timothy Williams, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani, Gregg Renkes, James Cason

**11am - 11:30am  Staff Meeting**
*Where*: Secretary's Office  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Samantha Hebert  
*Who*: Cally Younger, David Bernhardt

**2pm - 2:30pm  Staff Meeting**
*Where*: Secretary's Office  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Leila Getto  
*Who*: John Tahsuda, Raymond Limon, Scott Cameron, Susan Combs

**3pm - 3:30pm  External Call/Intergovernmental**
*Where*: Secretary's Office  
*Calendar*: David Bernhardt  
*Created by*: Samantha Hebert  
*Who*: David Bernhardt, Timothy Williams
9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Todd Willens, Gregg Renkes, Kiel Weaver, Cole Rojewski, Samantha Hebert, Christopher Prandoni, Jeffrey Small, David Bernhardt, Katharine MacGregor, Gregory Zerzan, Nicholas Goodwin, John Tahsuda, Timothy Williams, John Bockmier, Daniel Jorjani, Catherine Gulac, James Cason

9:30am - 10am  Bi-Weekly Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Lori Mashburn, Todd Willens

10am - 10:30am  Weekly Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Mariagrazia Caminiti, Daniel Jorjani

10:30am - 11:30am  Bi-Weekly Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: William Werkheiser

11:30am - 12pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office - Perry to call Hannah at 202-208-2836 to be connected
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Hannah Cooke, William Pendley, Casey Hammond, Timothy Williams, Christopher Prandoni

1pm - 1:45pm  DOI Operations Meeting - AS/WS
Where: Deputy Secretary's Conference Room 6120
Calendar: Katherine White
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Brandon Middleton, Carter Brown, Gary Lawkowski, Molly Block, James Cason, Maximos Nikitas, Ryan Nichols, OS_Thomas Baptiste, Lisa Dovell, William Werkheiser, Nicholas Goodwin, Margo Harris, David Palumbo, Brenda Burman, Cole Rojewski, Christopher Prandoni, OCO-Theresa Eisenman, Casey Stemler, John Bockmier, James Reilly, Robert Gordon, Kiel Weaver, Alan Mikkelson, Ronald Klawitter, Catherine Gulac, Katharine MacGregor, Gregg Renkes, Timothy Petty, Aaron Thiele, Timothy Williams, David Bernhardt, Carol Danko, Evann Rogers, Shelby Hagenauer, Jeffrey Small, James Young, Matthew Dermody, Cynthia Lodge, Kerry Rae

2pm - 2:45pm  Bi-Weekly Meeting with Ethics
Where: Secretary's Conference Room 6151
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Scott de la Vega, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Heather Gottry, Todd Willens, Daniel Jorjani
3pm - 3:30pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Casey Hammond, Amanda Kaster, Timothy Williams

3:30pm - 3:45pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Douglas Domenech, David Bernhardt

3:45pm - 4:15pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Christopher Prandoni, David Bernhardt, Margaret Everson, Matt Hogan, Dana Jacobsen, Benjamin Jesup

4:15pm - 4:30pm    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Kiel Weaver, David Bernhardt

Mon Jan 6, 2020

7:10am - 7:10am    Depart residence en route to
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert

7:30am - 8:30am    Personal Breakfast
Where: (b) (6)
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert

9am - 9:30am    Daily Check In
Where: Secretary’s Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: John Bockmier, Katharine MacGregor, Kiel Weaver, John Tahsuda, Gregory Zerzan, Todd Willens, Nicholas Goodwin, Cole Rojewski, Christopher Prandoni, James Cason, Timothy Williams, Samantha Hebert, Catherine Gulac, Gregg Renkes, Daniel Jorjani, Jeffrey Small, David Bernhardt

9:30am - 10am    Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Brandon Middleton, David Bernhardt

10am - 10:30am    Biweekly Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary’s Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Maximos Nikitas, Christopher Prandoni, John Tahsuda, Gregg Renkes
10:30am - 11am  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Leila Getto
Who: Kyle Scherer, Daniel Jorjani, John Tahsuda, Gregg Renkes, Matthew Kelly

11:45am - 12:15pm  External Interview
Where: Secretary's Office
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Nicholas Goodwin, David Bernhardt

1pm - 1:30pm  Staff Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Todd Willens, David Bernhardt, Gregory Knee, Andrew Patterson, Samantha Hebert, Nicholas Goodwin, Gregg Renkes, Cole Rojewski, Timothy Williams, Carol Danko, Isaac Piller, Nicholas Davis, Melissa Brown, Christopher Prandoni

2:10pm - 2:10pm  Depart DOI en route to EEOB
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: Katharine MacGregor, George Wallace

2:30pm - 3pm  External Event/Intergovernmental
Where: Vice President's Ceremonial Office, Eisenhower Executive Ofc Bldg, WExecutive Ave NW, Washington, DC 20500, USA
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert

3pm - 3pm  Depart EEOB en route to DOI
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Assistant Secretaries Weekly Meeting
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Jean Parrish
Who: Casey Hammond, Timothy Petty, Katharine MacGregor, Anita Personius, Gareth Rees, Casey Stemler, Nicholas Goodwin, Todd Willens, Elinor Werner, Mariagrazia Caminiti, Christophe Prandoni, Daniel Jorjani, David Bernhardt, George Wallace, Tasha Robbins, John Bockmier, Timothy Williams, Douglas Domenech, Matthew Dermody, Katherine White, Cole Rojewski, Samantha Hebert, Lori Mashburn, James Reilly, Tara Sweeney, Brenda Burman, John Tahsuda, Gregg Renkes, Susan Combs, Tracie Lassiter, James Cason, Catherine Gulac

Tue Jan 7, 2020

9am - 9:30am  Daily Check In
Where: Secretary's Conference Room
Calendar: David Bernhardt
Created by: Samantha Hebert
Who: James Cason, Catherine Gulac, Gregg Renkes, Nicholas Goodwin, Cole Rojewski, Kiel Weaver, Jeffrey Small, Natalie Davis, Daniel Jorjani, Samantha Hebert, Christopher Prandoni, Todd Willens, Timothy Williams, John Bockmier, Katharine MacGregor, Gregory Zerzan, John Tahsuda, David Bernhardt
10am - 12pm  **Staff Meeting**
- **Calendar:** David Bernhardt
- **Created by:** Samantha Hebert
- **Who:** Susan Combs, David Bernhardt

12:15pm - 12:30pm  **Staff Meeting**
- **Where:** Secretary’s Office
- **Calendar:** David Bernhardt
- **Created by:** Samantha Hebert
- **Who:** William Dove, David Bernhardt

3pm - 4pm  **DOI Operations Meeting - FWP**
- **Where:** Deputy Secretary's Conference Room 6120
- **Calendar:** Katharine MacGregor
- **Created by:** Katherine White
- **Who:**
  - Jessica Bowron, Margaret Everson, Charisa Morris, Karen Budd-Falen, Melissa Beaumont
  - William Werkheiser, Alex Hinson, Janice DeSordi, Catherine Gulac, Lena McDowall, Aurelia Skipwith, Katharine MacGregor, Katherine White, James Cason, George Wallace, Russell Newell, Raymond (David) Vela, OS_Thomas Baptiste, Shawn Benge, Christopher Prandoni, Todd Wynn, Gary Lawkowski, Katie Mills, jim_kurth@fws.gov, Casey Stemler, Carol Danko, Roslyn Sellars, Christine Powell, Bryan Arroyo, Marshall Critchfield, John Bockmier, Taylor Playforth, Nicholas Davis, Matthew Dermody, Gregg Renkes, Kiel Weaver, James Voyles, Cole Rojewski, Barbara Wainman, Nicholas Goodwin, John Tanner, Stephen Guertin, Ryan Hambleton, Maureen Foster, Amanda Hall, David Bernhardt, Maximos Nikitas, Natalie Davis, Aurelia Skipwith, Paul (Dan) Smith, Tasha Robbins, Aaron Thiele, OCO-Theresa Eisenman

4pm - 5pm  **DOI Operations Meeting - Indian Affairs**
- **Where:** Deputy Secretary's Conference Room 6120
- **Calendar:** Katharine MacGregor
- **Created by:** Samantha Hebert
- **Who:**
  - Kiel Weaver, William Werkheiser, OS_Thomas Baptiste, Charles Addington, Kyle Scherer, Tara Sweeney, Richard Myers, Natalie Davis, Aurelia Skipwith, OCO-Theresa Eisenman, Darryl LaCounte, David Bernhardt, Carol Danko, Gregg Renkes, James James, Todd Wynn, Johanna Blackhair, John Tahsuda, Katharine MacGregor, Mark Cruz, Anita Personius, Cole Rojewski, Faith Vander Voort, Katherine White, Jerold Gidner, Nicholas Goodwin, tony.dearman@bie.edu, John Tanner, Russell Newell, Jason Freihage, Donna Bia, Christopher Prandoni, Casey Stemler, Maximos Nikitas, Timothy Williams, Aaron Thiele, Melissa Brown

6:30pm - 9:30pm  **External Event**
- **Where:** Florida House, 1 Second Street, NW Washington DC
- **Calendar:** David Bernhardt
- **Created by:** Leila Getto